Abstract This article combines qualitative and quantitative methods to rethink the literary history of late medieval China (830-960 CE). It begins with an overview of exchange poetry in the Tang dynasty and its role in the construction of the poetic subject, namely, the poetic subject's distributed textual body. A total of 10,869 poems exchanged between 2,413 individuals are cataloged to seek the structure of the collectively imagined literary relations of the time. This catalog is subjected to social-network analysis to reveal patterns and peculiarities in the extant corpus of late medieval poetry, which in turn prompt close readings of the sources. These readings lead to four conclusions about the history of late medieval poetry: (a) Buddhist monks were hubs of literary activity, (b) the poet Jia Dao became an increasingly important site of connection over time, (c) the concept of "poetic schools" is not a useful lens through which to view the Late Tang, and (d) poets at the center of the network are increasingly characterized by their mobility. This combination of network analysis and close reading highlights the dynamic nature of Chinese literary history, providing insight into the ever-shifting conjunctures of forms, genres, expectations, and relations in the late medieval literary world.
Poetry in China is a social art. A poem is not a static object of aesthetic contemplation. It is a place where poets record, assert, and negotiate their relationships with one another. Through it, poets may align themselves with precursors, establish connections with kings and ministers, communicate with distant friends, and commemorate the newly departed. As such, poems are treasure troves of information about poets' literary and social relations, real and imagined. Taken in aggregate, these exchange poems can afford glimpses into other literary worlds.
Such occasional poetry is one of the main sources for the literary history of the Tang dynasty (618-907). The bulk of Tang poems were written on specific occasions for specific readers. These occasions may be either explicit or implicit and are indicated through a variety of means, including the poem's title, a preface written by its author, and the narrative context in which it may appear (e.g., a biography, funeral inscription, or literary anecdote). Recent strides made in Tang literary chronology are largely due to a more systematic analysis of the information culled from such poems. When weighed against facts found in other sources (biographies, tomb inscriptions, letters, etc.) , these data provide a much fuller picture of an individual's life, travels, and social relations. 2 This bird's-eye view of the imagined literary relations of late medieval poets can provide a useful starting point for pursuing new understandings of Chinese literary history. Such an overview hints at some of the ways in which the collapse of a nearly three-hundred-year-old political power affected the poets living through that collapse, changing their relationships to one another, to their predecessors, and to the world. In particular, I show here, as the literary world changed, mobility became an increasingly important quality to have and that situating oneself between more stable entities (e.g., cliques, regions, and aesthetic forms) led to a poet's increased importance to this network. For the humanist, digital methods are a beginning, not an end, to inquiry. A systematic catalog of exchange poetry can no more give a definitive history of Tang verse than ten years' worth of local phone books can give a definitive history of Cleveland's telecommunications. Such large data sets can provide outlines of general structures and new ways of seeing the archive that may prompt a closer look at some previously overlooked part. That is why I have accompanied all of my quantitative analyses of the data with qualitative analyses of the corners to which the data led me.
By adopting this hybrid of quantitative and qualitative methods, I hope to resolve a problem that has long plagued literary history: how to describe changes in the large-scale development of a literary tradition without simply generalizing from close readings of a few emblematic texts, while at the same time demonstrating the way these larger structures may cause us to see individual texts in new ways.
3 If literary history is to be something besides a historicist approach to literature, it must take into account the changing system of relations between texts, the way critical and social expectations realign over time to shape the production of individual poems. 4 I am not the first to combine quantitative and qualitative methods to do literary history, but I believe this essay marks one of the first applications to medieval China, taking into account the peculiarities of the classical Chinese tradition. 5 In so doing, I hope to move beyond basic visualization to show some concrete ways in which digital methods can help us rethink Chinese literary history.
On Exchange Poetry
By the Tang dynasty (618-907), the practice of writing poetry on specific occasions had a venerable tradition. It stretched back to the font of the poetic tradition, the Book of Odes (Shijing 詩經), and was immortalized in works like the celebrated Lanting Collection (Lanting ji 蘭亭集) of poems composed on the occasion of the spring lustration festival in 353. 6 Exchange poetry is an umbrella term I use to describe a series of related practices that correspond to several Chinese terms: zengdashi 贈答詩 (poems given and answered), jiaowangshi 交 往詩 (poems of association), and changheshi 唱和詩 (poems sung and harmonized). 7 The most typical exchange poems involve one person "sending" (ji 寄) or "giving" (zeng 贈) a poem to another person, which the recipient might "reply to" (chou 酬), "respond to" (da 答), or "match" (he 和). Starting in the late eighth century, the recipient would sometimes respond to the original poem using the same rhyme words as the original.
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In the Tang, collections of exchange poetry were compiled to establish a person's connections to powerful men or to represent the intimacy of a poetic friendship. Xuzhong deftly balances such a poem's needs for historical reflection and for landscape description. After refusing imperial emolument, He Zhizhang returns to his true home in a remote area. Couplet 2 has He Zhizhang surrounded by the stereotypical symbols of retirement: interest in Daoism and the cranes of longevity (line 3), and drinking and fishing with rustic men (line 4). The third couplet, which may seem to be the most divorced from the poem's message, is actually crucial to its meaning: by describing the geese as flying "together" (literally "as companions, " lü 侶), he emphasizes the sense of a community built up around He Zhizhang's work. This theme is underscored by the last couplet, with its reference to the Lanting Collection of 353 (line 7) and its assertion that He Zhizhang would never have been alone had the poets of that gathering still been physically present (line 8). He Zhizhang is a good man out of his time. However, Xuzhong implies that he can take comfort in the knowledge that he is part of a literary community that transcends time, that part of himself-his writing-has its place among the great writers. Xuzhong, He Zhizhang, and the poets of the Lanting Collection belong together. The monuments of past poets are sites where future poets gather together.
Taking a cue from this poem and others like it, I have included exchanges with the past in my catalog of exchange poems-poems that may be included or filtered out of my calculations depending on the questions I am asking. Xuzhong was not alone: many of the ties between writers in this period are expressed in their mutual love of certain historical figures. Literary relations in the ninth and tenth centuries are built on shared references to the past as much as they are on direct poetic exchange. These diachronic connections often tell us as much about how poets imagined their own position in the literary world as any real exchange with peers.
The Distributed Textual Body
An exchange poem is not just a representation of a connection between a poet and addressee. It is an object with its own agency (it acts on others) and with an embedded agency (it is a vessel by which others' intentions are extended). Poems are not static evidence of some preexisting social reality but dynamic constructors of literary-social relations.
Poets, like all of us, possess a quality known as distributed personhood. The things they produce and put out into the world are extensions of themselves. In this way, poets are "not just where their bodies [are] , but in many different places (and times) simultaneously. "
10 There are several different contexts in which an idea like distributed personhood would have been familiar to those who lived in the Tang. Most obvious to the literati, rulers were known to be able to distribute their agency. 11 At the other end of the spectrum of political engagement, those who pursued a hermetic life, like Shen Qianyun 沈千運 in the poem below, could understand their practice as an attempt to rid themselves of their distributed personhood. Not wanting to be tied to a life of official service, they sought to dissolve the traces of their very selves. The "person" (shen 身) here is composed precisely of all the activities or affairs (shi 事) in which one is involved. But to achieve the ultimate goal of reclusion, a realization of one's genuine nature endowed by heaven, one must halt all of these activities and seek instead a life of idleness. That is, one's socially articulated and dispersed personhood can be transcended only if one recognizes that it is tied up in one's daily affairs, such as the Confucian rites and music practiced while in official service. In the discourse of reclusion, the cutting of social ties helped dissolve one's grosser self.
In the same way, in the late medieval period a poem sent somewhere or inscribed on a wall allowed its writer to extend his or her agency across space and time. The textual corpus was as much a part of the poet as the physical corpus. As Cao Pi 曹丕 (187-226) wrote in an essay on literary criticism that would become foundational for medieval poetry and poetics, "The ancients entrusted their persons to their brush and ink, and revealed their intentions in their writings and collections" 古之人者，寄身於翰墨，見意於篇籍. With their personhood placed into their writings, they could extend their agency across time and space: "The span of one's life is exhausted after a certain time, and joy and honor come to a halt with the person. To bring these two things [lifespan and honor] to a state of permanence, nothing is better than the inexhaustibility of literature" 年壽有時而盡，榮樂止乎其身，二者必至之常期，未若文章之無 窮.
13 Through writing, authors can ensure that they live long after their own death and that their minds may affect others.
A poem specifically could stand in for a person in Late Tang China. Its relationship to its author was essentially metonymic.
14 Thus we find many couplets where the poem offers a glimpse, across time and space, of its author or its author's mind. One of the conventions of exchange poetry is absence. In a poem sent with a letter, this is the physical absence of the recipient. In a poem on parting, this is the imminent absence of the recipient. In a poem written on a person's death or at their grave, this is their unjust absence from the present age. his collected works, is summarized in the opening couplet with its repetition of the key words yi 遺 ("left behind" or "lingering") and shou 首 (the measure word for "poem"). These works are all that remains of the great master in this world. The fusion between poetry and self is stronger in the closing couplet, in which Jia Dao is compared to Jia Yi. The latter is said to be survived only by his famous poem, the "Fu on the Owl. " The key word, yu 餘 (translated as "remains"), refers most literally to leftover food, the bits of a feast that remain once all have eaten their fill. This root metaphor makes an important point: leftovers are actual parts of the original food, as Jia Yi's poem was once an actual part of him. In the same way, Qiji implies, Jia Dao's three hundred poems constitute his remains, too. Jia Dao's personhood extends to Qiji and even someone writing a thousand years later. To encounter the works is to encounter the man. This concept of distributed personhood is a close analogue to Tang poets' own understanding of the act of exchange. When a poet addressed a poem to someone else, living or dead, he consciously staged a connection with that person. He claimed, "I am here, too. " The poem is a record of an assertion that their very selves are somehow commingled. Literary connections comprise the fabric of these poets' beings. Exchange poetry affords glimpses of literary relations in the Tang on their own terms.
Methodology
In pursuit of such a reconstruction of literary relations, I have cataloged over 10,000 late medieval exchange poems involving over 2,400 identifiable individuals. The two main sources I have drawn upon are the standard, large-scale anthologies of Tang poetry: In cataloging these poems, I have examined the title-and, if available, the preface-of every exchange poem and extracted the information on the writer and addressee for my database. One major difficulty of this project is the identification of the addressee. For example, in the poem titled "Sent to Commissioned Lord Song" 寄宋使君 by Guanxiu 貫休 (832-913), I do not know who Mr. Song is without further investigation. Instead, I must rely on the annotated edition of Guanxiu's poetry, in which the modern scholar Hu Dajun identifies this person as Song Zhen 宋震. My data's usefulness depends on the ability to identify the addressees of the exchange poems, many of whom are indicated only by surname and title. Therefore, many addressees must be filtered out of any network map; otherwise, two people with the same surname and title (e.g., "Scholar Liu" 劉秀才) who lived in completely different time periods would be considered the same person and create false connections. Likewise, the same person addressed by two different titles would create problems, unnecessarily diffusing the graph. To identify addressees, I have relied on the work of other scholars, especially those who have edited annotated editions of Tang poets' works.
20 Therefore, I must stress the fact that my data are only as good as the existing scholarship. I have very rarely attempted my own identifications due to the limitations of a small team attempting a large-scale project.
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This is the reason that I strenuously avoid reifying my data as a direct representation of literary and social reality. More famous poets are more likely to have received the attention of modern scholars and their premodern predecessors. Therefore, more of the people addressed in the titles of poems by such famous poets will have been identified. They will thus appear more significant in a network map since they have more connections. More scholarly attention also means better sorting through variants in the titles of poems and better preservation in anthologies and other sources.
22 It is a vicious cycle: the major writers appear even more important, while the minor writers appear even less important. Other vagaries of manuscript culture-including the initial collection of a poet's scattered writings, their preservation in safe storage places, the shifting tastes of literary culture, and the sheer luck of survival through centuries of upheaval-also shape our sources.
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All of this is to say that the data found in these poems are necessarily skewed. To trust such information to accurately depict the real circumstances of literary culture in late medieval China is to take a leap of faith.
24 Future excavations of Tang tombs could reveal lost works, changing everything. Nevertheless, I hope that my graphs and analyses of them may give the reader a general idea of what we can learn from the extant corpus of late medieval Chinese poetry. As literary historians, we have no choice but to act on faith in our records, or else fall silent. All scholars of Tang poetry, including those who do not use digital methods, draw conclusions from the same incomplete sources. If poets possessed distributed personhood, then our task is to gather up their remains, analyze them as systematically as possible, and make hypotheses about the shape, movements, and interactions of the changing literary conjunctures.
Insights
The data extracted from my catalog of exchange poetry point to at least four major insights concerning changes in the late medieval Chinese literary world. Combined with a careful reading of the sources, these conclusions can be asserted with confidence: (a) Buddhist monks were hubs of literary activity, becoming increasingly important to the network in the late ninth century due to their relative mobility; (b) Jia Dao, a moderately well-connected poet in his own day, later became revered as a master craftsman after his death, linking disparate parts of the literary network as the central government crumbled; (c) the concept of "poetic schools" (shipai 詩派) is not a useful lens through which to view the Late Tang, since it is a classification system invented centuries later, blurs aesthetic and social categories, and does not accurately describe the connections found in exchange poetry; and (d) mobility became increasingly useful to an individual poet as the cultural center of Chang'an fell in the tenth century. Only the second of these conclusions (on Jia Dao's importance) has previously been widely accepted by scholars. 25 The other three are genuinely new ways of understanding this period in Chinese literary history.
Monks as Hubs
It is tempting to think of Buddhist monastics as somehow separate from the rest of society. By its very nature, monasticism claims to cut itself off from the dusty world of mundane life, and Chinese Buddhists were no exception in some of their rhetorical claims. Despite these ideals, Buddhists were never truly separate from the realm of everyday life. Buddhist temples and monasteries required the patronage of wealthy, powerful donors to survive and in turn offered to create and accumulate good merit on behalf of the state or other patrons. 26 Monks from elite families often continued to be considered part of the family. 27 Buddhism was as much a means by which to engage the world as a means by which to escape it. One way to calculate more precisely the extent to which Buddhists were involved in the literary world is to look at their connections in exchange poetry. Table 1 lists the forty poets from the late medieval period with at least sixty exchange poems to their name and calculates the percentage targeted to Buddhist monks. The first thing to notice is that no poet addressed a majority of his works to members of the clergy. Even the most prolific and best-known poetmonks-Qiji, Guanxiu, and Wuke 無可 (early ninth century)-wrote large numbers of poems to laypersons, most of whom were literati of one sort or another. This is remarkable, considering the situation in later times. The Song poet-monk Hongzhi Zhengjue 宏智正覺 (1091-1157), for example, sent 80 percent of his exchange poems to other monks.
28 This is about double the rate of the poet at the top of the Late Tang list, Qiji (see table 1 ). The reason for the relatively large number of poems addressed to literati in the Late Tang is related to poetry's social function. Exchange poetry was put to a variety of purposes other than the merely aesthetic: it could be used for flattering superiors, flaunting one's education, or establishing a connection with a literary hero as easily as for thanking a friend. These goals are no less important to a learned monk in the Late Tang than they are to a lay literatus. Nevertheless, Qiji, Guanxiu, and Wuke occupy the first, sixth, and tenth positions on this list. They were more likely to have written a poem addressed to another monk than most other major poets of their day. Two of the other poets who rank high on the list, Zhou He (third) and Jia Dao (eighth) , spent large portions of their lives as monks. Li Dong (second) grew up poor and spent most of his life living in reclusion near Buddhist temples. What this suggests is that, despite their pragmatic connections to the world of officialdom, poet-monks such as Qiji, Guanxiu, and Wuke, as well as ex-monks such as Zhou He and Jia Dao, maintained close ties to the Buddhist community and represented those ties in their literary works. That is, we have strong evidence that monks did not see poetry strictly or even primarily as a secular art, rooted in the Confucian classics and connected to Buddhism only through the "lay Buddhism of capital poetry. "
29 Rather, their daily life as religious professionals seeped its way into their poems. Nonmonastic poets were expected to represent their connections to Buddhists in their works, too. In my database, 1,457 of the 10,869 exchanges are addressed to monks (13.4 percent) . This overall percentage is roughly the same as the average in any given writer's corpus of exchanges: the median and mean of the numbers listed in table 1 are both about 14 percent. Even those literati who showed no particular affection for Buddhist teachings (e.g., Luo Yin and Xu Xuan) and those whose corpora are skewed because of the nature of the sources (e.g., Pi Rixiu and Lu Guimeng, who compiled a massive collection of their exchanges with one another) have some poems addressed to monks. The seeming obviousness of this fact is worth reflecting on. The standard set of poetic topics in the Tang included poems written to Buddhists, at Buddhist sites, and on Buddhist themes. The very minimum an educated person could do was write a few poems to local monks when visiting a temple in a new town or a mountain retreat.
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Looking at the quantity of literary exchanges has limitations; the quality of those connections paints a slightly different picture. That is to say, a new story appears if we evaluate not just how many poems are written to certain kinds of people but the extent to which those people are connected with the poets who address their works to them.
At this point, it is helpful to distinguish between the two main functions of social network software such as Gephi. The first is to visualize data. An image can help give the viewer an intuitive sense of the network's overall shape. For example, figure 1 presents all of the relevant data I have collected for exchange poetry in the period of roughly 830-960. Just looking at this graph can give an impression of the network as a whole. Because it covers nearly one and a half centuries, the graph follows the loose structure of a timeline: poets of the midninth century are on the left side, poets of the late ninth and early tenth centuries are on the right of the central cluster, and poets of the mid-tenth century are in the upper-right corner. This is the result of the kind of data included: using only poems exchanged between contemporaries (people whose lives overlapped by at least fifteen years) means that Yao He (775?-855?) and Xu Xuan (916-91) cannot be directly connected to each other. Due to the nature of the source material for Tang poetry (individual poets' collections), one might expect to see several disconnected networks across such a long period of time. Instead, there is remarkable continuity among elite poets from one generation to the next. The relative centrality of Buddhist monks to the network is also immediately apparent: there is a lot of red in the center of the map ( fig. 2 ). The two large, red nodes on the right side of the main cluster are Guanxiu and Qiji, the most highly regarded and prolific poet-monks of the era. Near them is the court monk Qibai 棲白, and on the left-hand side, Wuke and erstwhile monk Zhou He 周賀. However, the results of a data visualization may vary tremendously depending on which program is used, which layout style is employed, what kinds of filters are applied, and many other choices. For this reason, to really understand the distributed personhood of poets in the late medieval period, it is important to focus on the second function of social-network software: to analyze properties of the network quantitatively. That is, we must remember that the visualization is just a representation, not the data themselves. The most important metric for our purposes-the place of monks in the network-is centrality. Measures of centrality attempt to answer questions about which node is the most important in the network. There are many different ways of doing this, but the one best suited to the exchange poetry data set is betweenness. This metric answers the question: if one randomly selects two nodes in a network, what is the likelihood that a third node will lie on the shortest path between them? This would give us the betweenness ranking of the third node. Betweenness centrality identifies actors who have the most connections, often in the most complex portions of the network. To put it simply, if there is evidence that a poet is connected to many other actors who are also well connected, then that poet must be integral to the network.
31 Doing the calculations on the network of late medieval exchange poetry ( fig. 3 ) reveals that Buddhist monks are three of the seventeen most "between" poets, and five of the top thirty-five. 32 This is significant, since this is around 1.4-2 times higher than the statistical average would predict.
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That Qiji and Guanxiu are the poet-monks with the highest betweenness centrality rankings should not be surprising. They were widely regarded in their own time as among the greatest poets of the era. They also have some of the largest surviving collections of any Tang poets (fourth and eighth largest A list of poets according to betweenness centrality is not a definitive ranking of the most important poets of late medieval China, but it can serve as a useful prompt for further investigation. In traditional literary history, Shangyan is virtually unknown, and it would be easy to overlook him without a large-scale view of late medieval literary exchange. A perusal of various early sources reveals that many collections of his poetry once circulated: a four-hundred-poem collection of his pentameter and heptameter, a one-fascicle exchange poetry collection, and a five-fascicle poetry collection. 35 He was a cousin of the high official Though we do not know whether this poem represents a social relationship between the two, Shangyan certainly posits a literary one, imagining himself in a position to convince the reclusive poet to join the world of men again. He adopts a friendly, conversational tone in lines 5-6, asking Lu rhetorical questions about his loneliness, pointing out what he gains and loses in his reclusion. Detachment means avoidance of heartache, but it also means no worthy companion for playing chess. The poem draws on the tradition of "beckoning recluses" (zhaoyin 招隱), which dates back to the turn of the common era, 42 but what is most interesting is that it reverses our expectations about the recluse and the beckoner. As modern readers, we may imagine the Buddhist monk as the hermit and the lay official as the one intent on drawing him out; in Shangyan's poem to Lu Guimeng we see the opposite. To put it in the jargon of social network analysis, Shangyan acts as a broker, drawing Lu's relatively closed-off network of eastern Jiangnan poets closer to the center of literary activity. 43 The monk is the beckoner; the official, the recluse. This is also reflected in our betweenness centrality rankings: Lu Guimeng is ranked significantly higher than Pi Rixiu precisely because of his greater number of connections to high-ranking poets such as Shangyan, Qiji, and Luo Yin 羅隱 (833-910).
Jia Dao as Hub
One of the peculiarities of medieval Chinese exchange poems is that they are not addressed just to a writer's contemporaries. Such poems of sociality are important and form the bulk of the archive, but there is also a significant portion written to writers and worthies of the past. Of the 10,867 poems we have cataloged, 789, or 7.3 percent, are addressed to noncontemporaries. Just as with poems of sociality, these poems addressed to past masters may be written on any number of occasions or themes: visiting a person's grave or other commemorative site, reading a person's literary works (in scrolls, on temple walls, on hung placards), imitating or matching the rhymes of an earlier poet's works, critiquing contemporary powers through historical allegory, commemorating tragic figures in verse, and so forth. For some writers, only these kinds of poems survive. For example, Zhou Tan's 周曇 (late ninth cent.) extant corpus consists of 195 poems, all but two of which are poetic treatments of historical figures. It is unlikely that these were the only poems he ever wrote in his lifetime, but they were what caught the attention of the medieval reading public. They are the only poems mentioned in his earliest bibliographic records.
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Zhou Tan is an extreme example of a common tendency in medieval verse: the use of poetry to position oneself in a diachronic community. By writing on the past, a poet constructed a literary relationship with previous generations. Such poems addressed to noncontemporaries are valuable sources for understanding the imagined literary communities of late medieval China. In particular, adding them to the network of exchange poetry can shed light on the changing roles of individual poets over the 130 years covered by my data set.
By sheer numbers, poems on Jia Dao overwhelm any other figure for this time period. The thirty written for him in this period dwarfs the fourteen for Li Bai 李白 (701-62), the ten for Du Fu 杜甫 (712-770), and the eight for Meng Haoran 孟浩然 (689-740). 45 Adding these poems (and many others) to the data set creates a network with a different shape ( fig. 4 ). Most notably, Jia Dao has moved from being tightly embedded in a limited circle of mid-ninthcentury poets to being placed in the middle, between the middle and late ninthcentury groups. There is a tension between Jia Dao's contemporary and noncontemporary connections. On the one hand, he is closely connected to many contemporaries, pulling him to the left side of the graph. Indeed, of Jia Dao's 458 connections to identifiable individuals, 428 (93 percent) are to contemporaries. On the other hand, those thirty other connections pull him closer to the center. He thus appears to be a bridge between two different ages. To measure Jia Dao's growing importance in a more precise manner, I have calculated the betweenness centrality of the two networks I have so far depicted. The first is the network comprising only contemporaries ( fig. 1) , and the second is the network of all connections (both contemporaries and noncontemporaries; fig. 4 ). The differences between the two centrality measurements help gauge the importance of an actor connecting the literary world across time, either through later influence or through writing about important poets of the past. If Jia Dao's importance as a hub increases after his death, his betweenness centrality should increase dramatically, too. As figure 5 shows, this is the precisely the case: Jia Dao (sixth from the top) becomes much more crucial to the structure of the network after his death. He and Guanxiu (fourth from the top) Figure 4 . Network graph of exchange poems (including those on the past). It has been filtered so that it includes only nodes with a degree greater than 2 and in-degree (number of poems received) greater than 1. Nodes are sized according to in-degree. Jia Dao and his connections are highlighted in red. Produced using ForceAtlas2.
have the largest differentials. 45 The proportional differences of these numbersthat is, how much an actor's betweenness centrality increased relative to his contemporary network number-reveals that Jia Dao's growth rate (56 percent) is far greater than Guanxiu's (31 percent) and every other actor's. Jia Dao's importance can be measured by the geographic as well as the temporal spread of his influence. It was not the case that his growing reputation remained confined to an isolated tradition of poets located in his birth region of Fanyang 範陽 in the northeast, or in the capital region where he spent most of his life, or in the southwest where he died. Poets all across the area we now call China were commemorating him in verse. Map 1 shows the main geographic areas associated with those poets who wrote to him or who quoted him in their poetry manuals during the period of 874-976. 47 A majority of these poets are most closely associated with an area where Jia Dao never spent much time, Jiangnan 江南. This means that Jia Dao was a major shared reference point for poets living throughout the dynasties and kingdoms of the tenth century. We can even speculate that his figure was a centripetal force, working against the centrifugal force of interregnal warfare. As smugglers, rebels, and warlords divided up the former Tang empire, one of the main cultural touchstones for literati in all regions was the figure of Jia Dao. For this reason, the modern scholar Wen Yiduo 聞一多 (1899 -1946 called this time period "the Jia Dao era" 賈島時代. 50 
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Dao was the guiding light for a majority of poets in this period. This quantitative analysis of literary records is confirmed by a close look at other sources. Later poems written to Jia Dao stress his association with kuyin 苦吟 (which could be translated as "bitter intoning" or "painstaking oral enactment of verse"). This term had previously been most closely associated Figure 6 . Map of geographic regions associated with poets who wrote poems to Jia Dao or who quoted him in their poetry manuals (shige 詩格) during 874-976 CE. Each poet is assigned at most three places: birthplace and as many as two places where he spent the majority of his life. Coordinates from China Historical Geographic Information Systems: sites.fas.harvard.edu/~chgis; produced with Palladio: dhlab .standford.edu/palladio; for details, see the digital appendix to this article at www.chinesepoetryforum.org/ ?page_id=1512/.
with Meng Jiao 孟郊 (751-814), who had used it to describe his own painstaking writing process in preparation for the imperial examinations. Others employed it in a similar sense, using poetry as a proxy for recognition by the powerful-they labored away at their verse in hopes of their literary fame bringing success. 51 Jia Dao, however, used 
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It is fitting to follow Wen Yiduo in calling the late ninth and tenth centuries the "Jia Dao era. " He is the most frequently quoted poet of this period, written about again and again by some of the best-connected poets. He was a crucial factor in connecting poets from different groups and eras. The poets who quoted him were spread all across the empire, in the collapsing Tang and in several of the kingdoms that would spring up in its aftermath. These poets admired Jia Dao for his suffering, for his devotion to poetry, for his eccentricity, and for his formal craftsmanship. That is, they admired him as a paragon of the aesthetic known as kuyin. Though the admirers of Jia Dao are not the poets commonly read today, they were not marginal voices at the time. They were the makers and shapers of the literary world during the collapse of the Tang dynasty and its aftermath.
Against "Schools" The geographic spread of Jia Dao's admirers underscores another important point: we should not think of the major literary networks of late medieval China in terms of "schools" (shipai 詩派) or even "geographic regions" (diyu 地域) but as dynamic structures that evolved over time.
One of the most common ways of thinking of literary relations in the late medieval period is to classify poets according to their schools. The benefit of using this terminology is its clarity: one poet belongs to one school, or two at the most. Aesthetic influences can then be drawn up in a tree. The metaphor is relatively native to the tradition, being similar in many ways to the genealogies that have aided ancestral veneration for millennia. At its simplest, we could depict a single, direct line of aesthetic inheritance to argue for definite continuity between the styles of poets in different generations. The problem, however, is that influence is never this direct and unambiguous. The literary past mediates, and is mediated by, the literary present. A poet will learn as much about his poetic forbears from his contemporaries as he will from directly reading earlier writers' works. A unified lineage chart clears out all the noise of the poets' multipolar relations. All the mediating work of any other actor, aside from a single teacher or student, is ignored for the sake of simplicity.
In traditional scholarship, we frequently come across simple lists of names associated with a major poet's style (feng 風), form (ti 體), or school (pai 派).
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The model is of many streams flowing from a small number of fountainheads. Some branches may occasionally cross, but for the most part the streams can be followed back to a single source. There are several problems with this theoretical frame, not least of which is the confusion between the three terms mentioned above: style, form, and school. School is a social term, implying a self-conscious grouping of poets dedicated to transmitting the teachings of a master, in this case an earlier writer's approach to the aims and means of poetic composition.
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Form is more concrete, referring to structural elements, such as meter, line length, and the rigidity of semantic and metrical parallelism. Style, by contrast, is less clear, usually referring to a mixture of form and other elements, such as the poem's sociopolitical aims (engagement or disengagement), linguistic register (vernacular or formal), approach to landscape description, and more distant literary influences. Unlike the term school, form and style do not imply a social organization, only affinities between various writers' works. Blurring the lines between these three terms risks muddling the distinction between poets' conscious and unconscious relations. At its worst, this reifies stylistic choices (which may be widely shared across a given time period) and mistakes them for personal relations, reinforcing several misleading stereotypes in the process.
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Talk of schools, in fact, does not grow out of contemporaneous criticism. The term poetic school (shipai) appears in no extant source prior to the Song dynasty. The earliest clear division of Late Tang poetry into schools was made by Yang Shen 楊慎 (1488-1559) in his Sheng'an shihua 升庵詩話 (Poetry Talks of the Cottage of Ascension). The great poets of the time, he says, looked back to earlier models, such as the Songs of Chu (Chuci 楚辭), the poets of the Six Dynasties, and Du Fu. Lesser poets followed Zhang Ji 張籍 (766?-830?) or Jia Dao and were nothing more than "lice in the pants" (kunzhong zhi shi 裩中之虱) of these giants. Anticipating objections to this classification, Yang insists that "the two schools can be seen in the preface to Xiang Si's poems in Zhang Ji's collection, and are not my own supposition" 二派見張洎集序項斯詩，非余之臆 說也. 58 However, the source he mentions offers no such distinctions, only a list of Xiang Si's 項斯 (802?-847?) students. 59 Yang is stretching his evidence: the division of the Late Tang into schools is an analytic tool developed after the fact and does not represent the way the people of that period thought about their own literature. 60 In the Late Tang, much more common are genealogies of trends that make no claims to being exhaustive and do not reduce an individual poet to a single school. The poet-monk Guanxiu, for example, is said to have continued to develop the work of both Li Bai and Bai Juyi 白居易 (772-846), two poets who are normally seen as spawning radically different writing styles.
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The limitations of the analytic usefulness of schools become especially clear when we examine the network map of exchange poetry. Figure 7 presents the network map of contemporaries and represents the schools proposed by later critics with an array of colors-I color each node based on the categories of the eighteenth-century critic Li Huaimin 李懷民, and contemporary critics Li Gui and Luo Wanwei. A quick glance at the map reveals a kaleidoscope of colors, with very little clustering of a single school. By contrast, figure 8 , in which I have colored the map according to algorithmically clustered communities, 62 has clear clusters: they correspond to groups of closely associated poets within a given time period. On the upper right, for example, Guanxiu, Luo Yin, and Zheng Gu are all part of the same cluster because they exchanged many poems with one another and with mutual acquaintances. In figure 6 , the one meaningful pattern we can observe is that the Jia Dao school, colored red and purple, dominates the center of the graph. As noted above, Jia Dao's influence in this period is enormous, and thus his style represents the mainstream. But he is not alone at the heart of this visualization: the green of Wen Tingyun's follower Luo Yin, the yellow of two Zhang Ji followers, and the blue of many Bai Juyi followers are just as well connected. Moreover, two of the most important members of the Jia Dao school, Guanxiu and Zheng Gu, are purple (a mix of red and blue), meaning they are regarded as members of Bai Juyi's school as well as Jia Dao's by later critics. If "schools" was a meaningful category for this period, we could expect to find strong clusters of followers connected to a single founder, but we do not. Instead, we find that later aesthetic categories do not map neatly onto Tang poetic practice. Poetic exchange testifies to the fact that late medieval poets cannot be divided neatly into four or five groups. As an analytic category, "schools" does a poor job of representing the imagined literary connections of the period.
Mobility after the Collapse of the Capitals
Seeing Tang poets as members of schools implies a static understanding of literary relations. In such a view, a poet is defined principally by a single essence or aesthetic from which he never deviates. Similarly, assigning poets to regional literary cultures implies stasis. 63 A poet's regional identity, based on his hometown, is then seen as primary. This approach is more historically sound than school-based categorization, since physical sites often provided the occasions for writing poems, thus determining topics, themes, and sometimes even styles.
Moreover, literati who share a physical space are more likely to communicate with one another and therefore influence one another's verse. But this approach ignores the fact that many people, especially in the late ninth and early tenth centuries, did not stay put. In fact, this is one of the most significant changes to the literary networks of the late medieval period. In the late ninth century and throughout the tenth, poets frequently traveled very far from their hometowns. The network data confirm this. The most important poets are those positioned between more stable places. In terms of both aesthetics and position in the network, the ones who traveled beyond their own birthplaces and family homes were the most central. Very few of the later poets with high betweenness centrality rankings in figure 6 lived in a single place for extended periods of time. Some communities do exist around important sites: in the capital during the mid-ninth century, and in eastern Jiangnan (Pi Rixiu and Lu Guimeng, Fang Gan in his well-visited mountain retreat) and at Mt. Lu (Xiumu's community of poet-monks when he served as Sam _ gha Rectifier 僧正 there from 899 to 929) during the turn of the Figure 7 . Network map of poems exchanged with contemporaries, colored according to the poetic schools to which they were assigned by later critics Li Huaimin, Li Gui, and Luo Wanwei. The schools do not form coherent groups, reflecting the fact that Tang poets did not think of themselves in these terms. Colors are described in text.
tenth century. 64 But what makes these disparate communities part of a larger literary network is the efforts of those who traveled between those communities. On one level this insight is obvious, even banal. If we measure importance as betweenness, the travelers who moved between multiple places will naturally rise to the top. But in fact, this undermines the normal way of understanding Tang literary history, which is to imagine a series of discrete regions, the center of which is the capital region (Chang'an and Luoyang) through which everyone else passes.
There is an obvious historical explanation for the capital not being a literary center in the late ninth through mid-tenth centuries: the general chaos caused by a series of rebellions led by Wang Xianzhi 王仙芝 (d. 878), Huang Chao 黃巢 (d. 884), and others from the 870s through the 880s. These upheavals crippled the Tang dynasty past the point of salvation, leading eventually to its fall in 907. In the process, Chang'an, the cultural and political capital of the Tang, was laid to waste, tens of thousands of elites fled or died, and many poets retired from service to the unstable central government.
65 Cultural power would be reconstituted at the capitals of the new kingdoms that grew up in the ashes of the Tang, but none would gain dominance over the others until the full ascendancy of the Song dynasty in 976. This sudden dissolution of the capital as a political center is confirmed by looking at the structure of the network generated by exchange poetry data. Looking only at poems exchanged between contemporaries, we can slice our data into three discrete periods based on political changes: (a) from the beginning of the data set (c. 830) until 874, when Wang Xianzhi's forces first took up arms in Changyuan 長垣 and sparked the decade of rebellions that would destroy the capital; (b) from 874 to 907, when the Tang dynasty collapsed; and (c) from 907 through the end of the data set (c. 960), when Zhao Kuangyin 趙匡 胤 (Emperor Taizu 太祖, r. 960-76) proclaimed the establishment of the Song dynasty. We can then create a separate network from each of these slices of data and compare their densities. The density of a network is calculated by comparing the number of its actual edges (connections) to the number of its possible edges. In a maximally dense graph, every node is connected to every other node, and its density would be equal to 1. In a minimally dense graph, no nodes are connected, and its density would be equal to 0.
66 One might assume that the networks would become less dense as the Tang falls apart, but in fact the opposite happens: the network is most dense during the period of dissolution, 874-907 (table 2) . One reason for this is because, without the thriving capitals of Chang'an and Luoyang, there is no single center where poets from distant regions can gather. With an intact center, more connections to more kinds of people are possible, diluting the graph. But when the capitals fall, the center drops out and the network inverts itself. Many poets cluster more tightly in a series of regional centers, and the mobile poets act as bridges connecting them. The main way this shows up in our source material is as poems in which one poet is "thinking of" (huai 懷) or "remembering" (yi 憶) a contemporary whose fate is uncertain. In a map of imagined literary relations, these count as connections. During the period of rebellion, many poets worried that their friends had perished in all the violence and wrote poems expressing these concerns, thus increasing the number of connections and making the graph denser. This is not a bug but a feature of the data: the catalog of exchange poems represents imagined literary relations, not social reality. It is a representation of a collective dream of connections conjured up in thousands of poems.
The capitals' displacement as cultural center, however, is the most important point for literary history and can be confirmed by mapping the lives of poets from different eras. In the first three-quarters of the ninth century, the pull of the capitals was strong. Even poets born in other provinces sought reasons to move to Chang'an and Luoyang. By the end of the ninth century, the story of Zheng Gu is more typical. Born in Yichun 宜春 (in modern Hunan), he traveled repeatedly to the capital to sit for the exams in his early years and in that capacity established ties with important poets of the mid-ninth century. Arriving once again in 880, he found himself in the midst of Huang Chao's violence and fled to western Shu (modern Sichuan). When he finally attained his jinshi degree in 887, he did not stay but continued to travel back and forth between Shu and the capital over the next decade-perhaps hoping for Chang'an's restoration-before finally returning to his hometown of Yichun late in life. It was back in Yichun, now under the control of the warlord Gao Jixing 高季興 (858-929), that he met Qiji and other poets of the early Five Dynasties period, becoming a bridge between different times and places.
This brings us to another important observation: it is not the various official postings held by literati that produce the travel that results in literary connections during the later period. Many of the best-connected poets held no office. This contrasts sharply with the lives of earlier Tang poets (e.g., Zhang Yue 張說 , Zhang Jiuling 張九齡 , and Bai Juyi), whose promotions and demotions were among of the main forces driving them all across the empire. Rather, for the late medieval period it was a combination of sightseeing, pursuit of teachers and patrons, and flight from violence that led to poets' travels. The life of poet-monk Guanxiu is a case in point (figure 10). Born in 832 in Lanxi 蘭溪, Guanxiu first left his hometown around the age of sixteen to train at Wuxie temple 五洩寺 in Zhuji county 諸暨縣, moved again at twenty-four to Suzhou 蘇州 to study under another master, and yet again to Mt. Lu 廬山 to study with another teacher at age thirty. He also traveled to several sacred mountains to make pilgrimages: in addition to Mt. Lu, where he lived for several years at a time on different occasions (age 30-31, 39-40, and 50-53) , he visited Mt. Tiantai 天台山 (age [35] [36] , Mt. Jiuhua 九華山 (age 38), the Zhongnan mountains 終南山 (age 58), and Mt. Heng 衡山 (age 68). This kind of peregrination was common for monks of the Late Tang and may be one of the reasons that so many poet-monks rank so highly in betweenness centrality rankings. 69 If it is a common part of one's monastic training to travel for study and pilgrimage, then highly literate monks are much more likely to meet and exchange poems with local literati and fellow travelers. Beyond the usual travels of a monk, Guanxiu's political circumstances forced him to spend even more time on the road. In 893, he moved to Hangzhou to seek patronage from Qian Liu 錢鏐 (852-932), the reigning military governor of the area and future founder of the splinter kingdom Wuyue 吳越, only to be banished soon after for failing to flatter the ruler. 70 Ten years later, in 903, he finally settled down in Chengdu, where the newly established king of Shu, Wang Jian 王建 (847-918), built a temple specifically for him. As Guanxiu traveled from one end of the collapsing empire to the other in search of patronage, he came into contact with many prominent poets, exchanging works with nearly everyone of importance. networks-from the geographical centrality of being located in the capital to the betweenness centrality of mobility-pushed Guanxiu into prominence. Both political and religious travels enabled Guanxiu to distribute his poems, parts of his personhood, all across the empire.
Conclusion
Network analysis of exchange poetry invites a dynamic view of the history of Tang poetry. It avoids the stasis implied by the analytic concepts of schools and regional groupings, instead highlighting the importance of betweenness, of mobility, and thus of mutability. As the Tang dynasty and its powerful cultural center at the capital fell apart, those poets who moved between more stable entities became the most crucial to the literary network. Buddhist monks are disproportionately well-represented among these crucial poets because of their itinerant lifestyles. The exiled ex-monk Jia Dao is also prominent in the late medieval literary network because of his status as the paragon of the increasingly popular kuyin aesthetic. This approach to literary history is not complete in itself. It does not tell us about stylistic development in this period. It does not tell us about changing conceptions of wen 文 (literary/cultural pattern). It does not tell us about these poets' importance to literary movements in the eleventh century and beyond. It does not tell us about the actual, social relations of these poets to one another.
However, it does extrapolate from a native idea of literary relations that sees poems as vessels of one's person, and it uses this extrapolation to rethink the story of Tang literary development. My catalog is not the final word on Late Tang literary history, but it is a prompt for further consideration. It is an attempt to think through our extant sources systematically and move beyond the tired clichés of this period as being decadent, derivative, and static. It takes seriously the idea that in medieval China, poetry is a means of sociality. 14. Examples of this trope are far too numerous to list here. For a few examples, see Nugent, Manifest in Words, . In 837, Jia Dao, after returning to laity and becoming an official, was slandered and sent to a variety of posts in the Shu area until his death in 843. 16. This refers to a legend about . It is said that one day an inauspicious owl perched in his room, bringing a great sadness upon him, which led him to write his "Fu on the Owl" ("Funiao fu" 鵩鳥賦). 17. Writing in 2017, I am separated from Jia Dao's death in 843 by 1,174 years. 18. For both texts, I downloaded digital editions from Guoxue baodian 國學寶典 (Treasured Books of National Studies; www.gxbd.com), which I have altered, corrected, and marked up using BBEdit, version 12 (www.barebones.com/products/bbedit). 19. More specifically, this means that I have incorporated information from poems in QTS after Bai Juyi and Yuan Zhen, i.e., fascicles 463-763, 823-51, 854-55 , as well as sections of Quan Tang shi bubian involving the poets mentioned in these portions of QTS. There are gaps in the QTS numbers because the QTS is not arranged in perfect chronological order and because Daoists and Buddhists are placed in a separate section at the end of the compendium. 20. In the case of a poet who has two or more modern, annotated editions of his works, I go with what I judge to be the more thorough and accurate one. In the case of a poem with variant titles, I follow the modern editors; for poems with variant titles that do not have modern editions, I go with the first title provided in QTS. 21. In the years since I compiled my database, the China Biographical Database project has also compiled its own data on exchange poems based on Wu, Tang Wudai ren jiaowangshi suoyin. Its database, however, relies on older scholarship and has the goal of uncovering historical facts about social relations, and our two databases reflect these differences. 22. On the problem of variant titles in Tang poetry, see Owen, "Manuscript Legacy, " 321-22.
For one example of how contemporaneous Tang poetry anthologies give us a markedly different picture of their poets from later critics, see Kroll, "Heyue yingling ji. " 23. On the process of gathering poems to create an individual's poetry collection, see Nugent, Manifest in Words, 239-47. On the shifting tastes of literary culture, see Owen, Late Tang, 12, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] and Owen, "Manuscript Legacy, . The catalog in the Songshi, for example, records that the poet-monk Tanyu left behind a poetry collection in ten fascicles. However, because only three of his poems are extant today, he does not feature prominently in the network map. See Songshi 208.5387. 25 . A few recent works have questioned the usefulness of the concept of "schools" in medieval Chinese literature, but they remain a minority, especially when weighted against traditional scholarship in Chinese. On the Six Dynasties, see Tian, "From the Eastern Jin, " 260; on the Tang, see Jia, Tangdai jihui zongji. 26. See, e.g., Brose, Patrons and Patriarchs, which discusses in detail the patronage system during the tenth century. 27. The monk Shangyan 尚顏 (830s?-920s?), for example, could still bring glory to the Xue 薛 clan by being a poet-monk . Jiaoran 皎然, too, in multiple places speaks with pride of being a descendant of the poet Xie Lingyun 謝靈運 (e.g., QTS 815.9173). 28. Byrne, "Poetics of Silence, " 155, lists 140 of Hongzhi's 175 exchange poems as being addressed to monks.
